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Juror's Statement
Merging Visions is an ongoing collaboration between artists and poets in Denton.
I am proud to have experienced it twice as an artist, and most recently, as the juror.
It is an unusual exhibition in that the art and the poetry both stand alone as art;
one is not an illustration or a description of the other, but more importantly each
add to the experience of the other when brought together. The artists and poets
work together to pair their pieces. As the juror, I did not want to interfere with
those relationships. I did not want to eliminate any work or shape the exhibition,
but instead made suggestions as to how some of the artwork could be made visually
stronger and more effective. I thank VAST and the Denton Poets’ Assembly for the
opportunity to work with this multi-talented group of artists.
								– Laurie Weller, Juror
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Isabel Cano
Texas Star
mixed media jewelry, pendant with cord
pendant: 3" x 3," cord: 22"

4

A Guiding Lone Star
A star appeared along my path of life;
its shape engraved in gold!
A single coin charm bracelet bound
with starry rubies all around enfold
the Star… the costly Guiding Star!
Its light illumining the dark
shades of my night, whose silence made
my weary head relaxed, depart Medusa’s
arts and skills! Star, Oh Lone Star,
I followed you again,
not knowing I had lost you far,
where no wo-men remain.
Oh Star! Oh, laureate bright star,
I found you dancing with the rain,
the earth, the wind, and fire, the solar
candent disc! This time it all can be gained.
I caught you in these hands and treasured
in this heart, then freed you high above
the charming TX sky. Oh Star, what pleasure
it was to see your guiding lights of love!
© 2019 Nancy W. De Honores
All rights reserved
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Carol Stoecker
The Journey Home
acrylic on canvas
14" x 18"
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A Sailor's Dream
As you head out on heaven's ocean,
may your winds be steady at ten to fifteen
in your boat, sails full–a sailor's dream.
Heading up wind with a slight bit of chop,
keep a grin and the sun on your face,
be full of joy and blessed with grace.
Know that we are smiling for you
as you turn into the wind
on your journey without end
with an angel's compass to guide you.
Here, we are ok, so no need to look back.
Just keep on sailing, when it comes time to tack.
But, when we need an intercession,
send us a breeze, one of good fortune
so our boats and wind stay in tune . . .
And visit us in our dreams with tales
of your journey and smiles for ours
until we meet again in heaven's hours.
© 2018 Ana Corey
All rights reserved
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Darla Bostick
Afternoon in Paradise
watercolor
20" x 30"
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Afternoon in Paradise, A Song
Remembering the Song of Solomon, NKJV)
Sweetheart, I love you. You said you would be true.
This is our honeymoon, but now I feel marooned.
I’ve thrown off my shoes and sadly may snooze		
as I sit and wait through your laptop date…		
Yesterday was bliss; but today, where’s my kiss?
For we left behind family, friends––yours and mine;
Yet I’ll persevere and try to stay sincere
as I wait for our best, and not the worst, I guess––
Yet none can compare with you
my love, my prayer;
Sometimes I’m afraid and don’t know
what to say…to say…to say…
You stand right now and to me you deeply bow;
You’ve worked this long and now you’ve finally found
“our song”;
Tonight the band will play, surprising me, you say––
And that’s how you slay my past, and in your arms
I laugh.							
On this sunny afternoon, in paradise…our tune.
©️ 2018 Cindy Guthrie Wood and Rachel Yeatts
All rights reserved
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Debbie Beauchamp
Desert Vista
watercolor
15" x 22"
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Alluvium
This land was flat
when it was laid down
as seabed sediment,
until eons of tectonic uplift
left layer upon layer of lithic history
stretched across high desert plateaus.
No sooner did it gain height
than it began to erode.
Isn’t that our own story?
After just a few resilient years
of exposure to the elements,
ravines and escarpments
reshape the landscape,
carving away with relentless vigor
at the arrogance of youth.
Seated on a stone,
staring across this starkness,
I see beauty
in the tenacity of mesa tops,
defiance in rock remnants
that stand upright
as they perch above promontories.
Their own voyage to the sea
will begin soon enough.
© 2018 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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David Blow
Vibrations in the Cove
digital photograph
17" x 29"
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An Egret at Evening
There is a veil across the eyes of the moon
which lifts when I turn away
to face the melting coral of sunset
reflected in spring-swollen rivers.
Across the path a little egret sways,
shifting from one leg to another,
vibrating hard yellow toes
to stir up sediment and hidden prey,
disturbing waters.
The egret’s sharp eyes follow living food
within the shallow pool,
beak poised to dart through clearing liquid.
I point my own body home toward dinner
while the clouds slip by the full moon,
one large flaxen drop hanging in the sky
under deep blue drapes of evening.
© 2018 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Lorraine Hayes
Autumn Woods - I
monotype
11" x 15"
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Autumn Woods
My Favorite Season
A brisk, cool breeze tosses my hair
I relish the morning chill,
Leaves turning from green
now yellow, orange, red or brown
Rich warm colors of autumn bring
a unique beauty all their own.
All along the path wafting winds
transport the remnants of summer
In random arrays, a collage of
twisting patterns, interlocking
stems, fronds, blades or clusters—
final reminders of summers’ past
Trace residues of life now fade
toward winter’s solstice and year’s end
© 2018 Richard Weatherly
All rights reserved
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Buster Maloney
Autumn's Arrival
mixed media
15" x 11"
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Autumn’s Arrival
When summer’s heat begins to wane
Gorgeous autumn sweeps in and
pushes out the last of it with
crisp, cool air that smells fresh,
feels good, invigorates and welcomes.
Autumn brings her paints and goes to work
turning summer’s lush green leaves
to oranges, reds, rust and gold,
the glorious colors of fall,
awesomely beautiful and bold.
But that’s not Autumn’s only job.
She gives the trees their final glory
before winter’s ice and snows appear.
Bare limbs can hold the burden
best without their thick apparel.
The leaves have served their season.
They die in a blaze of brilliance,
returning to the soil to enrich and feed
the trees that birthed them,
finishing their Godly reason for being.
© 2015 Jacqueline Stem
All rights reserved
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Carol Morrissey
Double Oak Sky
textile (paint on fabric, quilted, mounted on gallery wrap frame)
24" x 36"
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Big Sky
Cloud shadows startle the remuda,
ruffle buffalo grass, send tiny
sentinels scurrying for cover.
Their shrill alarm pricks shaggy ears–
tang of ozone, nostrils flare.
Stallion’s whinnied order moves his mares,
foals follow, trailing green fronds
from foam-flecked lips,
heading for high ground
at dead run.
Thunderclouds,
bursting to release,
drop straight into the beds
of dormant creeks.
Black gouts of rain
flash-flood curving canyons,
catching cattle unaware,
uncovering the buried bones
of Brontosaurus.
Afterwards, replete,
both land and animals
seek sleep.
© 2000 Christine Irving
All rights reserved
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Nel dorn Byrd
Picketed ’Round by Fence of Wood
watercolor
15" x 22"
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Celebrating Summer
On the corner, a cottage stood
picketed 'round by fence of wood
with slats so set the space between
displayed the sturdy stalks of green
that held the many buttoned heads
of zinnias – yellow, orange, and red.
They stood through rain and summer’s dust
regaling with an upward thrust
to speak of times and gardens past,
of front porch greetings as people passed
on walks that laced the way to town,
and time to visit could be found,
by cottages that often stood
near picket fences made of wood.
© 2016 Becca Hines
All rights reserved
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Mary Simon
Choices
acrylics
17.5" x 21.5"
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Choices
what I see around me . . . is not
the world I carry . . . wherever I go
a boat bobbing . . . in lambent turquoise bay
silent hills . . . crowned in oleander flowers
stone walls wreathed with purple and orange trumpets
white-washed houses . . . with blue windows
sleeping in Aegean sun
fishermen murmuring old songs
untangling their nets . . . for another dawn
waves hitting the rocks . . . for a millionth time
shadows in mist . . . are young lovers
wet slender bodies . . . washing off their sins
my mind and the sea . . . in a usual conflict
should . . . I drink up this sight?
or soak in brine
why do I have . . . to lament my choices?
to write a poem –– or
live in the poem
© 2018 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Mary Simon
Drought
watercolor
20" x 16"
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Drought IV
Drought four years running
Facebook note from a friend in Munday, Texas:
“Thunder! There is still hope.”
I wish I could capture the look and the feel of
a bent and abandoned old worn-out windmill.
The whole thing dejected, dead-tired from the strain
of trying to pump water when days bring no rain.
Blades hanging to one side, whipped from the toil
of trying to get moisture . . . from depleted soil.
© 2018 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Barbara Lindley
Entwined
watercolor
15" x 11"
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Entwined
A weather-beaten limb
Bleached, naked of bark
Lays among the leaves
Rotting on the ground.
A wild rose bush
Stretched on the forest floor
Struggles to reach
A beam of light
Enters man guided by fate
By chance picks he
The rotting limb
Props against it the dying plant
The beam of light
Dries out the rot
The beam of light
Revives the dying rose
Intertwined
Their bodies molded as one
The staff offers the rose to life
The rose kisses the staff with flowers.
© 2012 J. R. Robert-Saavedra
All rights reserved
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Diana McGimpsey
Resurrection of Spring
watercolor on Yupo
16" x 13"
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Fall Planting
Even though her time was short,
the advent of cool weather
beckoned her outdoors,
wooed her to wander in nature.
If she were lucky, she might have
a couple more months to live.
As days grew cooler still,
her thoughts turned to winter,
then forward to spring, urged her
to leave a legacy of beauty,
buy bulbs that deer or squirrels
would not find tempting.
She planted slowly, painfully,
buried snowdrop, daffodil,
hyacinth, and allium bulbs,
dead, lifeless-looking things,
hoping for resurrection
come next spring.
© 2014 Catherine L’Herisson
All rights reserved
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Olivia Walker
Girl in the Window
watercolor
22" x 15"
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Grandmother’s Porch
When my stacks of concern reach higher than my book piles
with fears of the future, problems in the present,
I go back to my grandmother’s front porch.
I’m a preteen, brown-headed dreamer
sitting on a window seat with my knees up,
feet against the wall, back to the door
of the cherished rock house on the highway.
I can’t make out all the words coming from
familiar adult voices inside. Sitting around the card table,
playing the domino game 42, their comfortable presence
envelopes me like my soft, green blanket.
I return to my latest biography book,
occasionally hearing cars whizz by,
enjoying a breeze bothering the oak leaves.
My solitude continues until supper smells –
fried chicken, green beans from the garden,
homemade peach cobbler – call me inside.
© 2018 Betty Roberts
All rights reserved
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Masood Parvaze
Gypsy Orchestra
acrylic on canvas
20" x 16"
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Gypsy Orchestra
On an island of Mars
Footsteps were heard
Coming closer
Rhythm recognized
Tiny ankle bells
Joined the beat
Foot thumping
Some string notes
Like water drawn
From a deep well
It was a
Gypsy’s dance
From another star
© 2018 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Tonya Littmann
Hummingbirds
fiber
27.5" x 20.75"
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Hummingbirds
They flap their wings so fast they make a humming sound.
They eat a lot to keep from falling to the ground.
They are small birds, but amazing pollinators
busily visiting flowers. They’re great “kissers.”
Year after year, we wait for them to come around.
© 2018 Vicky Li
All rights reserved
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Roxanne Musick
The Ancestors
colored pencil and liquid watercolor on paper
17" x 14"
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Imagine
Imagine there’s no heaven, only sky,
and—going back to stardust, by and by,
from carbon bonds released, more night than day—
we understand this process of decay,
that how is just as beautiful as why.
Though time goes on, each moment has to die,
possessed or unpossessed of any eye,
or any sense we can in any way
imagine.
As each wave breaks, the spaces multiply,
synapses call and messengers reply.
The shape of things dictates what all obey:
the sharing of this world both we and they
know the right place for love, so we must try,
imagine.
© 2017 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Ellen Frenkel
By 2050 More Plastic in the Ocean than Fish
plastic
96" x 36" x 13"
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Jellyfish
With grace and ease, jellyfish swim in the ocean.
Circling like bouquets of flowers, each slender
dome-crowned creature with tassels around, drifts carefree.
It’s quite a stylish yet stinging romancer.
As mountains of trash invade the sea daily,
jellies mistake them for food and become prey.
With straws under hoods, plastic-laden bellies,
they struggle, wriggle...slowly…passing away…
© 2018 Vicky Li
All rights reserved
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Nel dorn Byrd
Mango Maniac
watercolor
13" x 12"
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Mango Maniac
Perfectly luscious, juice-dripping,
sleek golden sunshine
sweetens like candy as I slice/bite.
A tasty gift from God this early summer morn,
I’d like to share its succulence with still sleeping,
hibernating-bear husband, or with next door friend
whose homemade treats come often in abundance.
Yet it is devoured before I know it.
Like a man dying of thirst to his first drink of water,
the mango glides down empty throat quickly,
quenching all.
Is there another sweet, sunshine treat
in the fridge for you?
I hope I don’t eat it before we meet.
We could buy a mango tree,
but I might lick the trunk
come the third summer when we
would harvest firstfruits.
© 2017 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
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Lin Hampton
Monarch Whispers
pastel on paper
24" x 18"
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Monarchs of Michoacán
for Hilda Mendoza

Hilda says the noise of their wings is a constant—
a ribbon of water dropping into a still pool or
in miniature, a standing ovation where she almost
cries Bravo. Keenly wanting it all, she cannot see
enough of their dance—tree trunks shimmy, and
sparks of orange and gold and black move en pointe
above her. Ah! that a creature weighing perhaps less
than what medieval theologians claimed for the soul
can live such adventures. Her path closes seamlessly,
and she stands in shimmering tidal pools of Monarchs.
Maybe if she extends a hand, one will land on a finger,
and her steadiness calls to the creatures (how do they
hear her?)—her hand is alight, lit up with their blackedged gold—a glove of wings, now a shawl, a robe—
they cover her shiny hair. No perfume, only a pulsing,
like rising-sun greeting—now she stands taller, they reach
the long muscles of her arms, her back, her legs, she
holds her breath, they breathe, she blinks, their wings
wink. A river of monarchs—ripples carry her thoughts,
and their petal-soft wash warm air under her feet—she
is both sinking in their sea and rising on their cloud—
her chrysalis opens—her wings are still a closed eyelid,
and she soars where they point—she glides—ephemeral
—eternal—a butterfly soul in a butterfly world.
© 2018 Susan Maxwell Campbell
All rights reserved
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Denise Smith
Jack at Pasture
photography & digital art
11" x 16.5"
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No One to Play With
The sky is yellow as the Yangtze River.
The grass is jalapeno green.
Jack wears trousers no one can see
a print shirt and canvas shoes.
He is alone in the field
as Ferdinand in the bull-red flowers.
Jack plays make-believe.
He is not a boy.
The bottle-flies and insects buzz,
"Is he peacock? Chameleon?"
No— he is a donkey turning
red-blue-yellow-green.
© 2018 Diane Glancy
All rights reserved
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Jo Williams
Starlight Lullaby
watercolor
15" x 21"
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Notes on the National Park Tour
This project came to me
like a fat, lavish coffer of love letters
in the mouth of Pegasus,
my steps, as self-nurturing
as layered elote in vaso:
corn, butter, cheese, cayenne,
then another layer of corn.
I saw more stars in one trip to Big Bend
than I have seen in a lifetime;
the Milky Way –
a long, frayed flag
whittled in the endless wind.
© 2018 karla k. morton
2010 Texas State Poet Laureate
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Bobbie Windle
Caddo Lillies
watercolor
6" x 12"
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Of People and Flowers
You have to be like
the lily pad,
moving to where the wind
and current takes you,
yet not losing yourself
by their murmurs and whispers.
Keep blooming
even though the water stinks.
Keep nature’s colors
although the pond is crystal clear.
Do not change your nature
Try, though the stream may attempt to drown you.
You must be what you are —
what gods and nature made you.
Blossom, bloom and smile unto the world,
dark as it might be.
Look up and see the sun
and not the stagnant waters beneath you.
© 2012 J.R. Robert-Saavedra
All rights reserved
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Angelia Ford
A Love's Face
ebony pencil on paper
11" x 14"
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Old is the Color of This True Love’s Face
(Philippians 3:21, and 2 Corinthians 5:1)
A glorified body in heaven—I can handle that.
Daily I’m noticing a decaying of my earthly tent.
Like a white Arctic hare in winter snow morphs
to brown in spring, I’d like to morph my skin shade
as surroundings shift; ebony to blend into darkest
night or copper tan on a summer’s simmering beach
at noontime, less worrying with burning rays.
Mother taught me, “Every day put on your face.”
I agree! My French-Scottish face never looks finished
without it—like I’m sick in need of outdoor blush—
unlike ravishing redheads with porcelain, china doll
complexions delightfully complimenting dimples and
ringlet curls.
As we age, women may wear concealer, covering
ecru eye circles and liver-colored spots possibly
because of sleep deprivation, past exposure to
UV rays and a lifetime of mothering our children.
If only the memories would return as I apply Erase
to take them away. Nearing my 70s, this flesh of face
is almost fully dotted. Will I soon be gone?
“Why, yes, Grandmother.”
©️ 2017 Cindy Guthrie Wood
All rights reserved
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Junanne Peck
Angel
intaglio drypoint
12" x 8"
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On Choosing Companions
An angel stopped and called my name; at least
I like to think she did.
My friends all say
I am concocting things, much like the way
they check beneath their beds at night; a beast
could hide and wait for them. A comic strip
I read makes light of closet fears, the place
where anxious feelings stay. I know I chase
my monsters in my dreams, catch them and clip
them to a post. I fancy cherubs come
into my day—protect, keep me secure.
I find annoying irritations chafe
enough, that you can let yourself succumb
to devils, warts, and such. So, to be sure
I call an angel up, and I stay safe.
© 2017 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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Carol Rowley
Heron Hiding
watercolor
15" x 22"
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Our Morning with the Heron
The heron stood near the pond, craning his neck
as if he needed to get a better view of my dog
to determine whether to move. He walked slowly,
like a seven-foot basketball center who has not yet
learned how to move his feet so that his body follows
in one easy motion. His awkwardness carried him
about ten yards, and he looked again to see Bailey
still coming toward him. As if he had no choice,
the bird began to motor like an early version of a flying
machine, but when he pushed off and became airborne
his blue body flew effortlessly over that pond looking
for a landing spot. Perhaps the other side would offer
peace, no aggressors. Maybe over there he could enjoy
the morning calm, maybe the dog couldn’t reach him.
Our heron didn’t understand the safety promised
by the leash or he didn’t trust me to exercise necessary
restraint. Once Bailey and I reached the blue bird’s
new position, the heron moved farther down bankside,
then up in the air again, his wings lifting like a balloon,
then gliding like a paper airplane back to his home area,
and this time with no followers.
© 2019 J. Paul Holcomb
All rights reserved
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Tesa Morin
Water Communion
photography and fibers
41" x 19"
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Pilgrimage
My six-year-old daughter and I step off the tour bus
into the glare of midday sun off concrete whiter than our skins.
We’ve been retracing my late Aunt Millie’s path
along the Selma-Montgomery Trail to the Civil Rights Memorial,
on our way back home from the Alexander Family Reunion.
I call this a pilgrimage to honor holy martyrs who died
for freedom. Hand in hand, we descend steps to the sound
of rushing waters: the somber, weeping wall’s cool blackness
fresh as the cleansing spray and the words of Dr. King:
We will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters
and righteousness like a mighty stream. I remember
we want to bring back holy water from our travels
for the Unitarian Universalist ceremony of Ingathering.
Friends had given us sodas for our long, thirsty car trip,
so I pull out an empty bottle I’d saved to recycle,
and as I submerge it to take in the stream
at the base of the weeping wall, I kneel.
I kneel with my little girl next to me.
© 2017 Lydia Alexander
All rights reserved
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Junanne Peck
Peeking Around the Room
linoleum relief print
12" x 11"
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Quietly She Sits
Keeping to self,
peeking around the room,
avoiding eye contact,
not speaking up,
a mouse observing?
Shyness, modesty, insecurity,
what drives you?
I want to
run to you,
swing you around,
celebrate and laugh,
read a poem,
loosen your hair,
talk for hours.
© 2018 Richard Kushmaul
All rights reserved
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Pat Heberling
Picasso Hates Rain
acrylic on paper
22" x 16.5"
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Rain
I feel the exact moment
when still heat,
thick with honeysuckle,
gives way to fresh chill
smelling of rain
that hasn’t yet come.
Thunder
announces lightning
without pretension
and I swallow it all.
This life
far too thin
not to drink it down,
and me
never full.
© 2016 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Robin Huttash
San Antonio
watercolor
22.5" x 30"
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San Antonio River Reflections
Before the day reaches far into the morning
I sit on a small bench studying a river scene
a moment in time perfectly framed
waiting for the artist or poet to capture the feeling
before it morphs into so many other fleeting memories.
Light plays on gently rolling water
reflecting hazy images, glorious in presentation
like thoughts held dear in my heart
that fade in accuracy and clarity over years
remaining beautifully bound in my mind.
The river, like life, always moving,
channeled, tamed, focused to a degree,
but nothing you can control.
© 2012 Patrick Lee Marshall
All rights reserved
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Carolyn Johnson
Sparrow Reunion
mixed media
11" x 13.5"
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Sequestered Sanctuary
While my spouse shopped
for tools, I waited in the car,
saw several sparrows land
atop a small hedge nearby,
disappear into bushy green.
As dusk neared and air chilled,
a small flock flew in,
also vanished into the hedge.
More, more, and more came,
until I wondered how many
were cloistered inside,
little brown monks
converging for evening vespers.
© 2017 Catherine L’Herisson
All rights reserved
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Isabel Cano
A Bridge
mixed media: erector set pieces, worry dolls, rocks
12" x 47" x 22"
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Solid Bridges
Bridges are made to make connections,
to extend ourselves to those apart,
to those in need, to those we love,
to those who forgive and those who wish
to be forgiven.
For those who sinned, a bridge will open
new beginnings. But please, for people’s
sake protect the innocent!
Extend a solid bridge.
ΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠ
Beware to keep a trusting
friend. Never be defeated!
ΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠ
A fence, a wall, a “No Trespassing” sign
alerts that land, home, and trees,
indeed, belong to someone. They do
possess an owner, who built them all with
trust, hard work and sweat. You all can come
and wade the river’s edge. Travel light,
make sure you bring
a clean record,
an open mind, respect, listening
ears, clean hands, clean mouth,
and a big loving heart.
© 2018 Nancy W. De Honores
All rights reserved
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Alan Cudd
Overture
digital photo composite
16" x 24"
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Soloist
Her long polished hair swings—alive—as she leans
brightly into allegro. The four taut strings and
the straight bow are not the mirror of the stave
and the geometry of notes, and where she stands
is no longer the oak planks, fitted and varnished
but the universal ground where everything listens.
She is bridge—she becomes Paganini and Bartók
and Vivaldi to our mortal ears—and has vanished
into music, a transparent vessel of golden meaning,
for who studies a piece of paper on which
the sonnet is printed?—and her soul’s voyage
through music has followed an arrow path,
though subway changes and zigzag taxis
underlie her study, and almost infinite digital
numbers click off the hours in her life of practice.
The lines of her note-filled scores are nothing
like the arc of melody, the sweep and curve
of song, and as she pauses here to glide
into adagio, she is the swaying vertical
reaching above the stolid and white silence
of a gravitied world into the heart’s harmonies.
© 2018 Susan Maxwell Campbell
All rights reserved
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Pam Livingston
Into the Light
mixed media
24" x 24"
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Sometimes the Beauty is in the Falling
The plant cell doesn’t know if
leaf or petal, tree or flower.
One can spend a whole life
maintaining
until some unspoken change signals:
tree leaf, autumn, go,
and all is pushing –
splendor in death.
© 2013 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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Carol Rowley
Spring Flight
mixed media/watercolor
30" x 22"
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Springtime
Creasing the final fold on the page,
she rests her thoughts for just a moment.
It’s only when she closes her eyes
that the origami crane takes off.
A low but vibrant push of air
billows long robes around her.
Silken threaded fabric lifts
before bright bursts of the wind.
Her Love says she summons the beauty
of springtime and cherry tree blossoms.
© 2018 Beth Honeycutt
All rights reserved
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Lola Newell
Lake Murray Sunrise
watercolor
15" x 22.5"
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Sunrise
A sharp, cold, dagger silently strikes,
puncturing the soft, black, velvet skin
as a red drop falls, staining,
slowly at first, and then
completely covering the horizon
in a sea of crimson red.
The trees like giant, black ribs
stand mute, witnessing
the death of night,
afraid to break the silence.
The amber campfire flickers
awakened by a stealthy breath
and in the distance, a cock crows
sounding the alarm, sending the stars on flight,
and the stained veil
of the soft black night is rent.
With its probing finger of light,
day is born.
© 2012 J. R. Robert-Saavedra
All rights reserved
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James J. Johnson Jr.
Swallow Keepers
watercolor
21" x 29"
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Swallow Keepers Clan
The dust of eons sifts through my bandana.
Sweat drips from my brow.
This kiva stands beneath
an overhanging cliff face,
a place for spiritual ceremonies.
My trowel scrapes on something hard,
so I change to a brush, and whisk along the rim
of a terra cotta bowl
decorated with small black swallows,
a symbol of ancient Swallow Keepers.
Calling to the professor, I present my find.
He gently lifts the bowl.
Beneath its place of rest lies an array of beads that
encircle a turquoise amulet.
The professor sighs;
his gaze settles on the ancient relic.
He says, “Swallow Keepers were an Anasazi clan.
This may be a tribute to someone special,
possibly a kachina spirit person.”
Archaeology again unveils a mystery,
giving meaning to the past.
May these treasures be used for good
and never to serve nefarious greed.
© 2018 Richard L Weatherly
All rights reserved
Inspired by Wolves of Winter, Author R. Allen Chappell
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Magdalena Lisa Robertson
Choice and Consequence
multimedia
11" x 11"
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Tears for Mother Earth
I weep for you
Mother of us all
for you carry the weight
of man’s collective hate
the wounds from acts of violence
hurt you
one human against another.
The powerful—motivated
by greed
for gold
for fame
for glory
wield the hatchet, the spear, the dagger.
The scars from a thousand lifetimes
played out on your surface,
bloody baggage passed from one generation
to the next.
Cries of “Save the Earth” drowned in the sea
“I want” and “I alone . . .”
That festering scab of ego
threatens to destroy us all.
© 2016 Marjorie Chesebro
All rights reserved
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Christie A. Wood
Shade of Delight
mixed media: antique stained glass lampshade, with metal, marble base
32" x 14" x 14"
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The Broken Shade
She rocks to and fro seated in her small parlor,
mind half-asleep, half-trapped in the past.
Rays of light through a delicate glass lampshade
form amber-autumn luminescence,
a golden glow reflecting from the base.
She sees herself at five as a tiny girl
beside her grandmother, leafing through
a photo album, hears her own child-voice
reciting nursery rhymes in the magic radiance,
grandmother rocking beside her,
an unbreakable bond surrounding them,
transcending time in this daydream.
She awakes from her reverie,
reaches to turn off the lamp of her childhood,
its light competing with morning sunbeams
from the window. Stiff fingers bump the shade,
tumbling it to the floor as it explodes
into irreparable fragments, shards scattered
in a mosaic of abstract art. Fragments
refract sunlight, shafts of radiant recollections
flickering in a language only the two of them know.
Unlike the broken shade, her memories rise
undefeated from the ruin,
finding their way to a safe place in her heart.
© 2017 Robert Schinzel
All rights reserved
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Mindy Faubion
Seeds of Hope
oil ink monotype with pastel, watercolor
22" x 17"
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The Land of the Seven Species and Countless Wars
Why did you betray me, my promised land?
Will you, the land of the seven species and countless wars,
ever be the land of peace?
When will the fields of golden wheat cover the naked Negev terrain,
barley and grape vines in the Galilee meadows
serenely bow their heavy fruit-bearing heads?
When will the shedding of blood stop
and pomegranates shed rubicund seeds,
the figs burst open their luscious, ripe fruit?
When will the land of olive oil and honey
stanch the flow of greased tanks, the salty tears of mourners?
I yearn for your promise.
© 2019 Michael Bergel
All rights reserved
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David Adams
Sacrificial Lamb
acrylic
22" x 28"
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The List of Suffering
I am not one for suffering
though it comes like icicles or hinges.
It is not a wish to happen.
The rick of hay eaten.
The cattle low.
Or was it a windjammer on the lake?
What is it about suffering that he was around?
This Lord rejected.
A carpenter nailed in place.
The Lamb of God.
The captain made perfect in suffering—Hebrews 2:10.
© 2018 Diane Glancy
All rights reserved
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Miné Parvaze
This is Life
photograph
16" x 20"
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The Purples of Life
Baby screams her frustration
over spoonfuls of pureed plums
Young girl in pig-tails picks dainty violets
places them in miniature vases
He tells her love is forever
gives an amethyst promise ring;
violet as Liz Taylor’s eyes
orbs of smoldering passion
Dream house in the country
chimney and rocking chairs in shades of wine
rolling fields of lavender;
aroma thick with sweetness
Spider veins through translucent skin;
she wears purple in old age
Recalls the mythical amaranth;
unfading, undying, immortal
On a tombstone surrounded by heliotrope
are inscribed the words:
She took time to smell the flowers
© 2018 Marjorie Chesebro
All rights reserved
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Gail Cope
Tiger Medicine
acrylic
18" x 18"
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Tiger Medicine
Practitioners of Chinese medicine
find the entire tiger beneficial, everything from
viscera to toenails remedies something.
Whiskers tame anger.
First find the tiger.
Good deeds won’t signify,
nor noble attributes, nor fine physique,
heart is what the tiger tests.
Irritation, confusion, frustration,
pain, weariness, fear
evoke anger, discourage heart.
Climb the mountain, stumble over icy scree
straddle boulders, ford angry water,
fight midges, flies and ticks
hoping for a hint of presence…
yellow tuft tangled in bramble, faint carrion
smell of old blood, a dislodged pebble
from above, tumbling downhill…
Follow allegations, hints. Persist in searching.
One day you will trip face down in the mud
and find a golden whisker lying in your path.
© 2015 Christine Irving
All rights reserved
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Miné Parvaze
Another Sunset
photo print on metal
16" x 20"
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Tuzla Bay Sunsets
From where I sit
On this side of the fishing bay
Olive trees and oleander walls
Don’t hinder my view
Like yesterday . . . when evening strolled in again
Sky . . .
Wearing his crimson robe, conductor’s baton in hand,
Facing his orchestra
Asked them to move around
Let the theater of wind and clouds begin
Light and dark
Gray and red mix with orange and blues
Bring your music . . . your paints and brushes
Let’s give them again
Our daily show
© 2017 Masood Parvaze
All rights reserved
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Lola Newell
Maman
photography & digital art
8" x 10"
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Unravel
At night
I want to be the spider
that crawls into the hair
spread across your pillow
like an inky dream.
I think
if I could just
taste your nightmares
I could spin them
into something sweet;
I could reweave them
into something softer.
I want to nest
into the silken warmth
so like my home,
burrow down to the roots
unwelcome
unbelonging
unnoticed
but nevertheless,
touching your skin.
This is all I could ask.
© 2013 Annie Neugebauer
All rights reserved
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History of Merging Visions

a collaborative exhibit of art and poetry
What began as a casual conversation between two members of the Denton Poets’ Assembly
(DPA), one of whom was also a member of the Visual Arts Society of Texas (VAST) Board, grew
into the collaborative exhibit that became known as Merging Visions. Recognizing that strong
visual imagery can occur when reading many poems, they discussed the possibility of pairing
poetry with art, and displaying the two in an exhibition for the community. After hearing
the idea, both VAST and DPA Boards promptly agreed there would be an interest in such an
exhibit and each should proceed in presenting it to their respective memberships.
In 2007, representatives from DPA and VAST formed a committee who worked to formulate
the basis of the exhibit: the name, the contracts and process through which the artist and poet
could pair their works, the development of a logo, and many other details. It was decided either
the artist or the poet could initiate the process. April was selected as an appropriate month for
the exhibit as it would coincide with National Poetry Month.
By fall, the Denton Public Library agreed to co-sponsor the exhibit by hosting the exhibition in
the branch libraries. Emily Fowler Central Library and North Branch Library hosted the first
exhibit in April 2008. The newly expanded South Branch Library joined as a third site for the
exhibit in the year 2011. The exhibition relocated to the Meadows Gallery at the PattersonAppleton Arts Center in 2014, and the Greater Denton Arts Council joined as a co-sponsor.
At that time, a “Peoples’ Choice Award” was added to allow attendees of the exhibit to vote
on which 3 poets and artists created the best pairings. After each exhibit, copies of the catalog
have been permanently placed in the three branches of the Denton Public Library. In the fall of
2014, the Special Collections Department in the University of North Texas Libraries indicated
they would like to archive a single copy of each consecutive issue of the Collections catalog.
Since the Poetry Society of Texas considers poetry seen in the exhibition to have been
published, and therefore not eligible for competition, VAST and DPA worked to commemorate
each year’s entries beginning in 2011 by publishing a catalog in which the paired works
would be displayed. VAST approached, and received, a grant from the Denton Benefit League
(DBL) in 2011 to cover the costs of printing the first catalog, entitled, Collections I. Copies
of the catalog were given to each branch library to distribute among interested patrons. This
marks the 10 year anniversary of our Merging Visions exhibition and eight years of catalog
production, generously supported this year by VAST member Gail Cope. Most other major
costs are divided between VAST and DPA.
Each year, volunteers from VAST and DPA accomplish the remarkable task of producing both
an exhibit and its accompanying color catalog. The catalog also underscores the basic theme of
this endeavor, that collaboration and new perspectives benefit everyone. Through it, the artist,
the poet, and the viewer continue to share the ‘voice’ these two forms of art lend to each other.
We are glad you chose to join us in celebrating these written and visual arts.
– Denton Poets’ Assembly (DPA)
– Visual Arts Society of Texas (VAST)
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Denton Poets’ Assembly
DPA Mission and Goals
Denton Poets’ Assembly, a chapter of the Poetry Society of Texas and the National
Federation of State Poetry Societies, was founded in 2005.
Our vision statement: To provide a safe place in which to share, read and learn more about
poetry as a supportive and creative community.
Membership
Membership is open to poets and poetry lovers who wish to support each other and poetry
writing in the Denton County area. No dues are required for membership.
Meetings are held the third Saturday of each month, from 10:00 a.m. until noon, at the
Emily Fowler Central Library, 502 Oakland Street, Denton, Texas.
For More Information
Visit our website at www.DentonPoetsAssembly.weebly.com or contact Richard L. Weatherly,
President, at weatherlyr@sbcglobal.net

Visual Arts Society of Texas
VAST Mission and Goals
Organized in 1975, the Visual Arts Society of Texas seeks to further community appreciation
for and participation in the visual arts, provides opportunities for developing artists’ skills
and expression, and offers fellowship with people of similar interests.
VAST describes its mission as follows: Artists and community connecting to create and
celebrate visual arts!
Membership
Those individuals desiring membership in VAST may join by paying the required dues.
Membership is available at student, individual, educator, family, and supporting levels.
Monthly meetings featuring art demonstrations/lectures are held September through May
generally on the first Wednesday of the month, 6:45-9 p.m. at the Patterson-Appleton Arts
Center, Denton.
For More Information
Visit our website at www.VASTarts.org or contact Barbara Lindley, President, at
940-283-7489 or barbara.s.lindley@gmail.com
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